
02User Persona

Ahmed
Football Player

30 Years

UAE

Introducing Ahmed,

Meet Ahmed, a 30-year-old football enthusiast residing in the UAE. With a passion for 

football, Ahmed dedicates himself to the sport by engaging in three weekly football 

sessions. Despite his commitment, he has yet to attain the desired level of proficiency. 

Determined to progress, Ahmed turned to the internet in search of professional 

football coaches in his vicinity. While he consistently came across potential coaches, 

he faced challenges in actually reaching out to them.

Challenge

Not being able to locate professional 

football coaches nearby him. Even 

when he found one, he wasn’t able to 

get enough information about their 

certifications and credentials..

Target

To find a single application that 

seamlessly connects him with 

professional football coaches to book 

classes, find tutorials, and online 

evaluations.

Sammy
Fitness Coach

41 Years

Canada

Introducing Sammy,
Meet Sammy, a dedicated 41-year-old fitness coach. Sammy effectively utilizes 

social media as a platform to promote his services. However, he faces a significant 

challenge – the absence of a streamlined method to organize and manage 

appointments with his clients.

Challenge

Not being able to find his students and 

organizing his appointments with them 

easily. He also faces challenges in 

organizing his videos and tutorials and 

selling courses.

Target

To be able to find students and 

marketing for his training sessions. He 

also aims to grow his community to get 

to know other coaches and players.

01Project Overview

Welcome to MyGameHealth, the ultimate mobile application featuring a plethora of games, 

all within a single platform, and boasting not just one, but two distinct interfaces to cater to 

both players and coaches.

Players can buy, book lessons, download tutorials, get training evaluations, 

chat with the coaches and friends.

Player’s Interface

The coach can communicate with their students and grow their business.

Coach’s Interface
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Booking Lessons App’s Sides

Coach Now is a mobile 

application that has many 

games like (football, golf..) 

Available

Available

Not available

Not available

 El Coach is a mobile 

application that focuses on 

home workouts.


Skillest is a mobile 

application that has many 

games like (football, golf..).


Coachbetter is a mobile 

application that focuses on 

football game.

Two Sides of app 

(Player & Coach)

Two Sides of app 

(Player & Coach)

One Side of app 

(Coach)

One Side of app 

(Player)

Sports

MyGame health

UI UX Case Study

Mobile Application

Offline Lessons In-Person

Group LessonPrivate Lesson

Coach’s profile

  Book Offline lessons

choosing date and time

Summary

Payment

MGH Offline Package

Marketplace

Book Now

Summary

Payment

Knowing the package info & Choosing the coach

Group LessonPrivate Lesson

Single Lesson

choosing date and time

Summary

Payment

Cancel Session

Cancel anyway Keep itCancel Keep it

Seeing the appointment was scheduled at the schedule

Note 1 if he cancels before 48 Hrs Note 2 if he cancels after 48 Hrs

Cancel Session

Cancel anyway Keep itCancel Keep it

Seeing the appointment was scheduled at the schedule

Note 1 if he cancels before 48 Hrs Note 2 if he cancels after 48 Hrs

Knowing alll details about the lesson

Knowing how many lesson & lessons titles

Buying lessons (Videos)

Marketplace Coach’s profile

 lessons

Single LessonPackage of Lessons

Confirm

Book Now

Summary

Payment

Teams

Coach’s profile

Evaluation button

Online Evaluation

Payment

Send a video

Review the coach

Writing a review

Waiting for coach’s analysis on the video

04User Flow (Player)

Package of Lessons

05Sitemap
Sign up

Available Balance Teams Invitaions

My Students Online Evaluation

Total Earning Chats Bookings

Statistics

Dashboard NotificationTeams

Virtual Lessons

Ads

Tutorials

Offline Lessons

Gif Challenges

Marketplace

About

My schedule

Personal Info

Refer a Mate

My Reviews

Certifications

Wallet

Support

My Lessons

Modes

Supscription

Log Out

Profile

(Coach)

06Design System
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Finding coaches, lessons, and 

tutorials for many sports in 

one application.

Finding an application that helps 

coaches to manage all bookings 

and classes in one place.

SolutionObjective

Crafting an application that 

facilitates the growth of both 

players and coaches, also 

helping them to grow their 

sports community and find a 

lot of features like hopping on 

trendy challenges, chatting 

with each other.

Helping players to easily find 

coaches for any games.

Helping coaches manage 

their classes and offers.

Challenges

Thanks For Watching

(Player’s Side)

(Player’s Side)

(Coach’s Side)

(Coach’s Side)
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